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PRESS RELEASE
AKIPS develops the most scalable and featured network
monitoring software, delivered at a commodity price.
Brisbane, Australia – January 2015 – AKIPS helps target your IT infrastructure spend
Another year of technology releases and wireless gadgets abound for 2015 with the release of the
iWatch, patents issued for the iPen, and ever growing presence of Android devices, the call on the
network, particularly wireless access points, is growing and is expected to continue to grow
exponentially over future years. Such user demands place a strain on the ability of the core network to
perform, with the options open to the Network Manager limited by budgets that need to be allocated
wisely to ensure optimum network performance. That strain is only going to become more pronounced
as users bring along not only their laptops, but other devices including their phones, tablets and a
myriad of other devices they received last holiday season.
Sometimes we hear stories of CIO's and Network Managers who try to spend their way out of
performance issues with little result as they have not used appropriate tools to identify where
constraints lie on their networks, thereby enabling results to extract the best bang for their dollar.
Although just a small feature of AKIPS Network Monitor solution, user tailored performance charts
quickly provide the evidence metrics that enable network managers to identify and address the true
strains on their network. For example, identifying when a network access device is overloaded (e.g.
the allocation of internet bandwidth coverage to a wireless access point is being called upon by too
many users devices), or simply when a piece of equipment responds with elevated temperature alerts
(potentially indicating a failing fan or a broader air conditioning temperature issue).
The list of possible day to day alerts and metrics available, with dynamic interactive graphing showing
up to three years of history, provides the transparency over the network that then allows tailoring of IT
spend. This information gives network managers the guidance to best allocate their limited budgets.
AKIPS provides 100% visibility across your network, runs on a Virtual Machine (eliminating any
requirement to purchase expensive computer hardware), has built in alerting to warn of possible
network outages, and best of all, the annual subscription includes support, group training, upgrades,
and new features. AKIPS is an integrated package that has no software licensing limitations on any
technology (e.g. devices, interfaces, MIB objects, Netflow, Syslog, Traps, etc). AKIPS has a solution
for any size network and is available online without the additional cost of endless up-sell options.
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“Always Keep It Purely Simple”

For the non-technical audience:
AKIPS Network Monitor allows you to measure and make strategic sense of the billions of
performance metrics across your network. Target your IT spend to guarantee the customer experience
for your business. Available without fuss over the internet. Download today at www.AKIPS.com

